SHOW RACISM THE RED CARD

CREATIVE COMPETITION 2023
Show Racism the Red Card is the UK’s leading anti-racism education charity. Our aims are to produce anti-racist educational resources and to educate young people and adults through interactive workshops in schools and other venues across Wales. The workshop aims include raising awareness of racism in society and providing the tools to challenge this.

As sport has tremendous influence in society, Show Racism the Red Card Wales has traditionally used role models to get young people talking about creating a fairer world where everyone can thrive. The Creative Competition can be a tool to further this engagement.

This year we are proud to launch our Creative Competition with a brand new look! Designed to support teachers by mapping categories to the new areas of learning experiences, it can be utilised as a tool to increase young peoples’ interest in anti-racism and to allow them to express their thoughts and feelings, whilst showcasing their talents.

Last year saw thousands of pupils of different ages taking part in the competition, with hundreds of final entries of anti-racism themed artwork being submitted to our judging day.

Prize winners will be rewarded at the annual celebration and presented with fantastic prizes, including an iPad for the overall winner!

Please take the time to read the category briefs and ensure work is submitted with an entry label by Friday 24th March 2023.

Last year the overall winner was Luchia Ellil- Alimikhena from St. Philip Evans RC Primary school in Cardiff with this fantastic piece of artwork...

STOP RACISM IN ITS TRACKS!
WE ARE NOT RACISTS!
WE ARE NOT RACISTS!

BUT WE BELONG TO ONE RACE... THE HUMAN RACE!

EDUCATE OUR YOUTH

NOT! SOMETHING YOU ARE BRONW!

SPEAK DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

HAVE DIFFERENT RELIGIONS

LIFE IS SOMETHING TO LEARN!
THE CHALLENGE

The Competition is divided into 6 categories. Within each category there is a Primary and Secondary competition. The Categories are based on the new Curriculum for Wales:

Expressive Arts
Health and Well-being
Humanities
Languages, Literacy and Communication
Mathematics and Numeracy
Science and Technology

We encourage every school to watch the Show Racism the Red Card educational film.
(If required, the film and education pack cost £20.00, including postage and packaging)
**HOW TO ENTER**

Registration is **FREE** and can be completed by registering through the link. Schools are only able to submit 3 **entries** per challenge and for each age category (Primary / Secondary) due to the large number of entries we receive every year.

**Competition entries need to be submitted by Friday 24th March 2023.**

Entries after this date won’t be included in the judging.

**You MUST** attach the following information for each entry. Details below:

- Name of entrant
- Year Group
- Name of school
- Email
- Category entered
- Contact number

A panel of judges will pick a winner and runner-up in each category. We will be hosting our prestigious awards ceremony on **Thursday 27th April 2023.**

Entries for the Creative Competition may also be published in future editions of the Show Racism the Red Card magazine and calendar or turned into posters.

To enter, all you need to do is send a photo or scanned image of the entire entry via email or via file transfer to **events@theredcardwales.org**

http://bit.ly/3tu80xg

**ENTER HERE**
EXPRESSIVE ARTS

This challenge is all about creating either a song/rap/performance or speech with a strong anti-racism message promoting equality within your school.

This may be submitted via a recorded video.
The aim of this challenge is to **design a poster or banner** that can be used in sports stadiums to tackle racism within sport and communicate an anti-racist message.

This can be a physical or digital poster or a banner that could be displayed.
This challenge focuses on innovation. How can technology be used as a tool for social good to ensure that we create an anti-racist Wales by 2030?

This can either be a final product that is developed or a concept with the benefits and potential implementation explained to the judging panel via video, project plans or blueprints.
This challenge focuses on your local area - uncovering and *telling untold stories of people from Black, Asian or Minority Ethnic backgrounds from your community.*

This can be by researching and sharing information about current community members who grew up or lived in your area or even finding a story from the past!
This challenge focuses on using numeracy skills to create a **physical 3D structure** promoting, supporting and embracing antiracism.

This can be presented as a physical sculpture or design concept.
This challenge focuses on creating a piece of writing on racism or anti-racism. It may be fictional or factual - the choice is yours!

This can be presented as (but is not limited to) a poem or short story.
We love seeing pupils taking part and working on their entries!
Make sure you follow our social media accounts and keep us up to date with your preparations for this year’s competition...

Simply use the hashtags #SRtRCComp23 and #ShowRacismtheRedCard
THANK YOU

Show Racism the Red Card Wales would like to thank all those who have signed up to take part in this year’s Schools Competition.

If you would like any further support or for more information on the training Show Racism the Red Card can offer your pupils and/or staff, please email wales@theredcard.org